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CURATOR’S STATEMENT

To the men that built the Erie, a testament to
their vision and creativity and an inspiration
to future generations of engineers.

What attracted me to the Erie Canal was nothing tangible. On a purely physical level,
it was simply a ditch 363 miles long that served as a connecting link between Lake
Erie and The Hudson River. Conceptually, however, it embodies the American approach
to great and daunting challenges
Its story recounts how self-taught men plunged into a wilderness and forged a dream
into a reality. The virtues of true grit, feisty optimism, hard work and native ingenuity
were the real tools that dug the canal. They are also what built our country. The
numerous nostalgic appearances of the Erie in the media, recently, is a sign of our
collective memory reaching back, in difficult times, to the bedrock of the American
character. Today, more than ever, we need to re-group around the energizing force of
the frontier spirit.
This book was inspired by the exhibition ReInspired: An Artistic Navigation of the
Erie Canal. As the curator of that exhibit, I saw a connection between the creativity
of artists and engineers. Engineers aspire to elegantly simple designs that perfectly
solve problems. The mitered canal lock is one such design. Its concept traces back to
Leonardo da Vinci, and to this day canal locks still utilize da Vinci’s principles to raise
and lower water levels on canals. When da Vinci wrote of his designs he used the
words of a man who instinctively saw the connection between engineering and art.
As with engineers, artists enter the unknown in the pursuit of accomplishing something
new, with no certainty of success…inspired by the dream of opening the world to a
new insight.
This book fittingly combines the history of a great work of engineering with a portfolio
of original art, celebrating that accomplishment.

Douglas Lazarus, curator
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Bond of Union, Then and Now
The iconic Erie Canal is one of those pieces of Americana that exists today
largely in the imagination. The Brooklyn Bridge, which joined Manhattan
and Brooklyn in 1885, or the Panama Canal, which joined the Atlantic and
Pacific in 1914, are experienced today much as they were built. The original
Erie – just forty feet wide and four feet deep by 363 miles long – which in
1825 joined the Hudson River and Lake Erie and thus the Eastern seaboard
with the vast unsettled continental interior, has not existed since a significant
enlargement completed at the start of the Civil War. The third and current
incarnation of Erie finished the same year the First World War ended, is a
broad, deep channel for motorized craft, nearly all of them now pleasure
boats. Wooden barges heavy with pioneers and pioneer commerce, pulled
by mules along rutted towpaths, are a long time gone.
The canal has regained a bit of relevance in recent years. Calls for increased federal spending to build and
mostly rebuild roads, bridges, rail lines, and other infrastructure cite the original Erie as the paradigm for
American infrastructure creation. Though Erie was built and paid for by New York State alone after the
federal government balked, the daring and resolve of Erie’s builders inspired great infrastructure projects
for generations, from the transcontinental railroad to the Interstate Highway System. Since the substantial
completion of the interstate system in the 1970s, we have built few great things; much that we have built has
been falling apart.
Erie was the first great flowering of American ingenuity, but it can hardly serve as a model for 21st century
infrastructure: it was designed and built by novices through frontier territory with crude tools and
speculative financing. It was an heroic effort of risk and sacrifice. And that is problematic. How can we
possibly measure up? The things we’re trying to (re)build now confront a knot of financial, legal, safety,
security, and environmental realities. Things seem to have been so much easier in the past, but…they weren’t.
The Erie Canal was far from a perfect creation. The celebrated bridge carrying the canal over the Genesee
River at the new village of Rochester started falling apart immediately. Two bridges carrying the canal back
and forth over the eastern Mohawk River were unnecessary and expensive political accomodations. The
treasurer of the state canal commission, caught appropriating some money to himself, resigned in disgrace.
Brutal conditions ruined dozens of inexperienced contractors and disabled thousands of immigrant laborers.
The original Erie Canal was far too small; the first enlargement took three times as long and cost six times as
much as the original to complete.
Despite these and many other problems, the original canal was a stunning economic and national success:
it was the country’s first “bond of union,” made New York the Empire State, and confirmed its namesake city
as the center of the commercial world. Nearly two centuries later, the city, the state, and the nation remain
powerful forces, with futures that can be both flawed and great.
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Map courtesy of New York State Library
Manuscripts and Special Collections

Geography is Destiny
When ground was broken for the Erie Canal near Rome, New York on Independence Day 1817, the United
States was not nearly a sea-to-shining-sea continental nation. There were only nineteen very independent
states, a constitutionally limited federal government, and a mountain chain – the Appalachians – stretching
from South Carolina to what was not yet Maine that threatened to confine the great American experiment to
the Atlantic seaboard. The vast interior was largely inaccessible, unorganized, unsettled, and un-American:
Mexico’s north encompassed most of what are now ten western states. The shaky nation had raw memories:
during the War of 1812, the British had burned Washington and the nascent settlements of western
New York on the Lake Erie warfront. The few and abominable roads had made defense of nation and state
nearly impossible.
The end of hostilities in 1815 refocused attention on westward expansion: the interior was rich in resources
and opportunity; it was essential to the nation’s future to bind west to east. The federal government was not
yet in the business of national improvements; Virginia and New York emerged as the leading competitors to
extend their influence west.
Before railroads and proper highways, the way west was by water. Virginia had the Potomac River but it was
choked by the Appalachians. New York had the Mohawk River and multiple blessings of geography. The
Mohawk Valley passed through the single east-west break in the mountain chain. At Albany, the Mohawk met
the broad Hudson River; the Hudson met the Atlantic at New York City. In western New York, the rebuilt
settlement of Buffalo fronted Lake Erie, leading by other Great Lakes deep into the continental interior. If
Buffalo could be joined to Albany by a navigable waterway, the interior would be connected to the world,
with New York City as the gateway for raw materials and produce going out, manufactured goods and
immigrants coming in.
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Madmen, Maniacs, Fools and Knaves!
In 1807, when anonymous newspaper essays first proposed a canal
across the breadth of New York State to Lake Erie, there were fewer
than a hundred miles of canal in the country, no trained engineers or
labor force, and little capital; the essays were called “the effusions of a
maniac.” When New York sought federal support for the idea in 1809,
President Thomas Jefferson called it “little short of madness” and
suggested reconsideration in a hundred years.

When the time came to engineer and build New York’s Erie Canal there wasn’t an educated and experienced civil
engineer in the country. New York’s Canal Commissioners had nowhere else to put their faith than in the largely
self-taught surveyors and engineering novices of upstate New York.
Benjamin Wright (1770-1842), a Connecticut native, moved as a young man to what became Rome, New York to
seek his fortunes as a frontier surveyor. Involved with the earliest Erie surveys, he was named one of its two “chief
engineers” in 1816. During the construction years, Wright proved an adept manager of the vast and novel project;
on later works, he employed many of the younger men who had learned canal building on the Erie Canal. The
American Society of Civil Engineers named Wright the “Father of American Civil Engineering” in 1968.

Jefferson had been exhausted by unsuccessful efforts to make a
working canal of Virginia’s Potomac River. He and others took further
warning from the country’s only substantial canal. Just twenty-seven
miles long, the Middlesex Canal, linking the Merrimack River with
Boston, had taken eight confounding years to complete (1795-1803),
draining the patience and resources of its private investors.
New York created a state canal commission in 1810 but the still
“visionary scheme” was stalled by the War of 1812. In 1816,
DeWitt Clinton, the state’s leading political figure and new head
of the commission, emerged as Erie’s greatest champion and the
biggest target:

James Geddes (1763-1838), a Pennsylvania farm boy, forsook itinerant teaching to become a pioneer manufacturer
of salt in the wilderness that would become Syracuse. He conducted the first surveys that proved an Erie Canal
possible; with Wright, he was named one of its chief engineers, ultimately splitting his time between Erie and its
companion project, the Champlain Canal, which linked the Hudson River and Lake Champlain.
Canvass White (1790-1834), a grandson of the first white settler along the upper Mohawk River, was the best
educated and most widely traveled of Erie’s proto-engineers. As Wright’s protégé, White rose quickly from early
survey party assistant to Wright’s principal engineering assistant, in charge of various portions of Erie construction.
White’s promising post-Erie career was cut short by tender health and premature death.

Jefferson

John Jervis (1795-1885), the eldest son of an unprosperous Rome farmer, entered his Erie service with
limited education and an axe, to clear trees for a survey crew. Like White a Wright protégé, Jervis rose quickly to
superintending engineer on the eastern section of Erie, and became one of the leading canal, railroad, and water
supply engineers of his time.

Oh a ditch he would dig from the lakes to the sea,
The Eighth of the World’s Matchless wonders to be,
Good Land! how absurd! But why should you grin?
It will do to bury its mad author in.

Nathan Roberts (1776-1852), a son of a New Jersey merchant ruined by the Revolution, was the least likely of Erie’s
engineers to find fortune and fame in canalling. Itinerant math teaching led him to the upper Mohawk Valley where he
became the adored instructor of Canvass White and other area children. Wright appointed Roberts to a preliminary
Erie survey party, though he had no surveying experience. The teacher proved to be a skilled surveyor and engineer:
his double staircase of locks at what became Lockport was the greatest piece of engineering on the entire canal.

With such rhetoric, virulent anti-Clinton and anti-canal forces in the
1816 state legislature killed a bill to authorize construction funding,
despite rising popular support for the canal. “The man who will
enter into this project,” proclaimed the opposition leader in the 1817
legislature, “must be a madman, a fool, or a knave.” The majority
called his bluff, passing the law that enabled the project to begin, with
funding from state bonds funded initially by an array of taxes. Fearing
the financial burden of an upstate boondoggle, every vote by New
York City’s representatives in Albany was against the canal. Ironically,
the canal soon made the city’s merchants and financiers the richest
in the country.

Clinton
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Frontier Engineers: The Men Who Made Erie

These men were among the dozens of future engineers
who attended the so-called “Erie School of Engineering.”
Thousands of other workers put in time on the line,
building hundreds of miles of canal in the early years.
Most of these men were from the local farms that bordered
the canal route. Eventually, the majority of workers were
immigrant Irish larborers who brought an extraordinary
tolerance for grueling, dangerous, unhealthy work.
Together, those frontier laborers and self-educated
engineers created the Erie Canal.
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The Worst Laid Plans

Hanging by a Thread
In May 1817, canal commissioner Samuel Young was profoundly
anxious about just where to start building the canal: “The whole
project hangs upon an attenuated thread…a mistake in the summit
level would bring irrevocable damnation.” After seemingly endless
final surveys, chief engineers Wright and Geddes selected a spot just
outside Rome. The July 4th groundbreaking marked the start of eight
years of anxiety.

DaVinci’s design for the mitered lock

Image courtesy of Linda Hall Library of Science,
Engineering & Technology

Little Falls canal lock 1825

Image courtesy of William L. Clements Library
University of Michigan

If the Erie Canal had been built as its first proponents envisioned it, it would have failed. Jesse Hawley, the
anonymous essayist of 1807 (and pioneer Western New York grain merchant who had gone bankrupt trying
to ship wheat east), initially conceived his canal as an inclined plane, with Lake Erie water filling the canal
and spilling downhill at two feet per mile toward the Hudson. Gouverneur Morris, an aging Founding Father
and influential first head of the state canal commission, embraced and intractably promoted the inclined
plane concept, which many disputed as an impractical notion: the canal would have to run atop a towering
mound, in places over a hundred feet above the countryside.
The alternative to the inclined plane was a traditional canal of levels and, at elevation changes, locks.
Eighty-three locks would be needed in the nearly 700 feet of elevation changes between Albany and Buffalo.
Locked, level canals, supplied by nearby rivers and streams, had been traditional in Europe since the
invention of the mitered lock gate in the late 1400s by Leonardo da Vinci. Two hinged gates meeting in the
closed position form a V pointed upstream: water pressure tightly seals the closed gates; when swung open,
they easily deflect water to the sides. While Hawley quickly adjusted his thinking, Morris held to his beliefs
until his death in 1816, when leadership of the stalled canal project passed to clear-sighted De Witt Clinton,
who rejected the inclined plane idea.
Surviving plans of the original canal are few; record keeping by the state and
individuals was minimal. Surveyors did keep detailed field notes. Utica’s Charles
Brodhead conducted important surveys in the upper Mohawk River Valley in
1816; he chose other projects thereafter and died a recluse many years later.

Brodhead’s notebook
Image courtesy of Oneida County Historical Society
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The canal was built in hundreds of short sections, by contract most
often with the local farmer or settler whose land lay along the canal
path, with family and farmhands providing the labor. None of the
first-year contractors had any experience making a canal; on the
first thirteen sections west of Rome, ten contractors abandoned
their jobs, including the Rome village president who had led the
groundbreaking ceremony. As pioneer contractors learned canal
building, fewer failed and many thrived.
In the summer of 1819, a thousand workers were disabled mucking
the canal out of the malarial swamps near what became Syracuse;
the lone area physician was overwhelmed by “suffering and distress
beyond conception.” Many of the casualties were among the fresh
Irish immigrants who were eager for work, inured to suffering, and
gradually outnumbered native sons on the line.
“How we shall get a line from Schenectady to the Hudson,” confessed
commissioner Henry Seymour in late 1820, “I am most anxious
to know.” In most of the Mohawk River valley from Rome to the
Hudson River above Albany, there was plenty of room to run the
canal comfortably along the south side of the Mohawk. There was
much less room between Schenectady and Albany; after much debate,
Image courtesy of New York State Library
Manuscripts and Special Collections
the decision was made to run the canal for a dozen miles on the north
side, carried back and forth across the flood prone Mohawk on two long bridges. Presented as an engineering
necessity, the “Mohawk crisscross” was in fact a favor to Saratoga County on the north side. John Jervis (years
later) called the risky and expensive Mohawk bridges an “error.” A less discreet engineer mocked “crossing the
river in order to pay Saratoga a compliment and recrossing again to convince the public how easy it was.”
Among many anxieties in the canal’s western section was the bridge to carry the canal over the turbulent
Genesee River at Rochester. Any failure of material or workmanship, chief Wright warned the overseeing
engineer, “would ruin yourself as well as me.” The first incomplete attempt was swept away during the winter
of 1821; two years later, the finished bridge was hailed as “the most stupendous and strongest work in
America.” It was not. Built of cheap local sandstone, it lasted just thirteen years; its replacement, of expensive
but durable limestone, is still in use, no longer for a canal but as a busy roadway bridge.
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Ingenuity, Innovation and Invention

Waterproofing the Canal

Frontier ingenuity was essential to Erie construction. The canal was cut largely through
unpopulated territory with limited access to manufactured materials. Contractors
responded by fashioning their own labor saving (and profit increasing) tools.

The greatest discovery on the Erie Canal was something very mundane:
the mortar that made it possible … hydraulic cement.

Where the canal path encountered forest, the largest growth was cleared by a tree feller, an assemblage
including cable, crank, and endless screw that enabled a single man to tear an ancient tree from the earth,
roots and all. For smaller trees brought down by traditional axe and saw, a Bunyanesque contraption, with
sixteen-foot diameter wooden wheels on a thirty-foot axle, was rolled in to pull out the stumps and roots.
A team of oxen pulled a heavy rope, turning the axle and winding a chain attached to the stump. Instead of
long hours of hard manual labor excavating a few stumps and roots a day, the ox-driven stump puller could
yank forty.
Brush roots were cleared by a new “plow and scraper,” featuring a wrought iron plow fitted with a steel cutting
blade. Twice as efficient in dry ground as the traditional spade and wheelbarrow, the plow and scraper was
pulled by a team of oxen, with the added benefit of their repeated heavy passages compacting the earth that
would form the canal bottom.

Brainard’s
barrow

For soft ground, where only a spade and wheelbarrow would do, canal
contractor Jeremiah Brainard devised something new. For countless
generations, wheelbarrows had rectangular basins with vertical sides:
they were inefficient and cumbersome. Brainard molded a piece of ash
into a rounded basin, “from which the muck slid out instantly.” Patented
in 1819, “Brainard’s barrow” was lighter, sturdier, and no more expensive
than traditional wheelbarrows; Brainard was soon selling them all along
the canal line.

The most compelling image of frontier ingenuity was
created by one Orange Dibble. Once the blasting of the
long Deep Cut west of Lockport started
in 1821, engineers and
builders became
perplexed about how
to remove excavated
material. The deeper
and longer the cut got,
the more impractical and expensive became the removal of material by small wheelbarrows, no matter how
improved their design. Dibble, a Deep Cut contractor, designed a towering wood-framed crane with a horseoperated boom that swung over the cut with a large bucket, raised and lowered by rope and pulley. Rock
rubble and earth could be removed from the excavation as quickly as they accumulated. Dibble’s cranes were
assembled at seventy-foot intervals along the deepest segments of the cut. As often happens, though, no one
devised the means for disposing of the new technology’s waste: long after the canal’s completion, Lockport
looked west at a range of rubble mountains.
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A mortar that hardens in water to seal masonry joints is essential to any structure in or around water,
including the locks, aqueducts, culverts, and other masonry structures of the Erie Canal. When Erie
construction began, there was no hydraulic cement in America.
Ancient Greek builders established the basic ingredients of modern cement: lime, sand, and water. The
Romans made it waterproof by adding volcanic ash, but the science died with their empire. In the 1750s,
an English engineer made hydraulic cement with clay-infused limestone; decades later, news of this
breakthrough had not yet reached America.
In the late 1790s, the many locks of the Middlesex Canal were built with Roman cement using volcanic ash
expensively imported from the West Indies. Erie’s builders had plenty of local limestones but little knowledge
of which to use. Andrew Bartow, the commissioners’ procurement agent for lime and other canal materials,
came to the rescue. After repeated, frustrating experiments with various samples during the fall of 1818,
Bartow finally identified a particular clayey limestone that, when pulverized and burned, yielded lime with
the right chemistry for hydraulic cement.
Bartow’s research was not without intrigue. He conducted it quietly and shared his discovery with Canvass
White. The two men made a secret partnership: White would claim the discovery, obtain a patent in his own
name, and defend it at his own cost, in exchange for $2,000 and 25% of the royalties. Neither man explained
why they made the deal, but since the discovery arguably had come as a part of Bartow’s agency duties to the
canal commission, engineer White was in a better position to pursue a patent.
White did get the patent but the
commissioners asserted that the
discovery was attributable to themselves,
encouraging cement suppliers not to pay
royalties. Half a million bushels of cement
was used on the canal; not a penny of a
possible $20,000 in royalties was paid.
But Bartow had his $2,000 windfall, and
White soon found a way to prosperity:
he and a brother began manufacturing
their own cement, which became famous.
White’s patent cement (and its successor
Rosendale cement) was used on hundreds
of works, including the Brooklyn Bridge
footings and the Statue of Liberty pedestal.
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Nature vs. the Man-Made River

Legendary Irish of the Erie

The Erie Canal was an “artificial river” but nature had a palpable
role in the canal’s planning, construction, and operation: geology
and climate challenged Erie’s builders at every turn.

After the first two Erie construction seasons, the canal commissioners
were pleased to report “three-fourths of all the laborers were born among us.”
This sentiment would fade as work spread east and especially west from Rome.
Eventually thousands of unskilled Irish immigrants were mucking, grubbing,
and blasting along hundreds of miles of canal line.

A record drought during the summer of 1816 in western New York
made final surveys easier and enabled worst-case measurements of
local streams that might supply water along the prospective canal route.
Record floods in central New York the following summer were partially
responsible for many contractors abandoning their jobs but the flooding
also showed engineers how substantial their designs would have to be.
In the timing of drought and flood, the canal commissioners spied
“a benign and superintending Providence” signaling faith in their
risky project.
Winter weather was less benign. The nine construction years were
actually “construction seasons” of eight relatively temperate months
(April-November); when the ground froze, excavation stopped, though
stone blasting, quarrying, and cutting continued. Throughout the
planning and construction years, the commissioners intended to keep water in the canal during winter, but
in December 1825 the newly-completed canal was closed and drained, and would be every winter afterward.
Draining prevented ice from damaging canal walls and structures; closing, announced shortly in advance,
prevented loaded barges from being trapped for the winter. During the 1800s, the navigation season averaged
225 days; if Erie opponents and supporters had known before the canal was built that it would be open less
than two-thirds of each year, one wonders if it would have been built at all.
In addition to floods, the first contractors were also hindered by unexpected “impenetrable clay.” What
modern geology recognizes as a dense, glacier-compressed till, Erie excavators dubbed hardpan, and the
name has stuck. Ground that proved impermeable was the trouble in 1822 near Schenectady, where the canal
bottom leaked due to “holes like pipe stems, made by the decay of aqueous roots.” Lock No. 1 at Albany, site
of celebrations in 1823, collapsed in 1824; its masonry was too heavy for the sandy ground.
Rock bedeviled the Deep Cut west of Lockport, where the state took over from local contractors who had
neither tools nor resources to blast through three miles of solid limestone. Rubble threatened the Great
Embankment, a towering linear mound to carry the canal across the unstable ground of the Irondequoit
Valley east of Rochester. “It is all important to the safety of the whole work,” worried chief engineer Wright,
“that there should be no settling nor any precariousness that would destroy all instantly.” The gravel, sand,
and earth embankment was heaped on timber mats laid over hundreds of log piles driven deep into the earth;
more piles driven into the top of the embankment supported the clay-lined wooden canal trough. The Great
Embankment required three years to build, and another two of anxious observation before it was declared
“perfectly safe” just months before the canal opened.
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With mournful songs during grueling workdays and spirited living in shanty camps, Erie’s Irish became
legendary…and mythic. In 1817, before they were common on the canal, three Irish laborers reportedly dug
fifty feet of canal in five and a half days, each man in the team earning nearly $2 a day. In Ireland, unskilled
laborers made ten cents a day; Erie laborers generally were paid a monthly wage of $12, including food,
laundry and, frequently, whiskey.
Riots and violent strikes among Irish laborers were problems on later American canals and railroads, but
only two incidents troubled Erie construction. Both were at Lockport.
The first, on Christmas Eve 1822, was fueled by
drink and resulted in Lockport’s first murder.
The second was on July 12, 1824, the
anniversary of the Battle of the Boyne.
Northern Irish “Orangemen,” pledged
by secret oath to the Protestant English
king, provoked violent confrontations
with southern Irish Catholics in
Lockport, New York City, and
elsewhere; the local militia put
down the Lockport combat
before significant destruction or
casualties. The worst damage was
to Irish reputation; countless more
men fell to disease or dangerous work
than whiskey-fueled fisticuffs.
The events of 1822 and 1824
reconfirmed anti-Irish prejudice,
but Lockport’s Irish as a rule
were law-abiding. Of the twelve
hundred laborers brought in to build
Lockport’s famous locks and blast its
Deep Cut, hundreds stayed to help
settle the canal-made town. Their
descendants remain.
13

The Birth of American Engineering

A Shadowy Remembrance

One summer evening in 1818 near the hamlet that became Syracuse, survey party leader David Bates and
his eager new instrument carrier, John Jervis, came upon a problem: where to set stakes for the outer edges
of the canal bottom along a stretch of sloping ground. Bates, a respected county judge and surveyor with
no engineering education or experience, thought the stakes should be set at the standard fourteen feet off
center; Jervis, half Bates’ age and self-educating quickly, suggested slightly less distance, to take into account
the downward slope: “We pondered over the question for a while,” wrote Jervis in his memoirs, “and then
left for dinner.” Canvass White showed up, conducting his general supervision of the line. Seating himself on
a log, the canal’s principal assistant engineer “appeared to us as making an examination of the question” but
got up after an hour and “left without giving us his opinion.” Jervis and Bates concluded that White intended
for them to reach an answer on their own; it was unclear if White knew the answer. Jervis drew sketches to
convince Bates. Such was canal-building “science as held at that day.” In the Erie School of Engineering the
students were often their own teachers.

Stephen Van Rensselaer

When Erie construction started in 1817 there was no
civil engineering school in the country. West Point,
formally established in 1802, was the only school training
military engineers; the second, Vermont’s Norwich
University, was founded in 1819. As dozens of young Erie
“engineers” like Jervis taught themselves, longtime state
canal commissioner and largest American landholder
Stephen Van Rensselaer envisioned a school “for the
purpose of instructing persons…in the application of
science to the common purposes of life.” With scientist
Amos Eaton, he established the Rensselaer School in
Troy in 1824, a year before the completion of Erie. The
school’s curriculum broadened rapidly; its first degree in
civil engineering was awarded in 1835. By 1861, when
the school took its current name, Rensselaer Polytechnic
Institute, it had graduated scores of trained engineers and
spawned civil engineering programs at Union College,
Harvard, and Yale.

Image courtesy of Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute

In the decade after the Civil War, MIT, Cornell,
Dartmouth, and Princeton introduced engineering
education. By the time John Jervis died in 1885 at the
age of 89, the Erie Canal axeman turned venerable canal
and railroad engineer had seen American engineering
develop from a cluster of frontier amateurs to a class of
educated professionals.
Image courtesy of Manhattan College
The Bronx
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“In the size of our canal,” chief
engineer Benjamin Wright
acknowledged, “we have made
great errors, very great indeed.”
That was in 1834, just nine years
after the completion of the
forty-foot wide and four-foot
deep Erie Canal. In 1825, a
typical thirty-ton barge made
the Albany-Buffalo roundtrip in
sixteen days; by 1840, the trip was
taking twice-larger barges eight
days longer. The skinny ribbon of
a canal was suffering from its own
extraordinary success. A bigger
Erie was needed.

The enlargement, begun in 1834, was completed three weeks before Lincoln’s Emancipation Proclamation.
The Erie Canal had been reborn as a channel seventy feet wide and seven feet deep. During the post-bellum
boom years, two-thirds of all western commodities took Erie east to market, and the vast majority of settlers
and manufactures took it west to the new cities of the Great Lakes and beyond. Wrote an engineering
historian in 1870: “Not only States that border on the great lakes owe their prosperity, some of them their
existence, to this canal, but the States beyond the great River Mississippi must for ever find their markets
through its channel to the Atlantic.”
“For ever” in 1870 did not anticipate interstates and airports. But railroads had already signaled the future;
rail freight finally surpassed canal tonnage in the 1880s. Between 1905 and 1918 the enlarged Erie was
entirely replaced by a broad waterway for boats with motors. The New York State Barge Canal – two hundred
feet wide and twelve feet deep with massive electric locks – made nostalgia of animal labor. The “folk” song
about the boatman with a mule named Sal pulling barges 15 miles on the Erie Canal was composed in
1915…on Tin Pan Alley in Manhattan. Nobody wrote songs about the Barge Canal. Long the province of
pleasure boaters, the waterway was renamed in 1992 as the Erie Canal portion of the New York State Canal
System, which includes the Champlain and lesser state canals. The original Erie exists now in obscure traces
and enduring imagination.
In 1812, when Erie was still a dream, canal commission head Gouverneur Morris saw the future: “when, by
the flow of that perpetual stream which bears all human institutions away, our constitution shall be dissolved
and our laws be lost, when the records of history shall have been obliterated, and the tongue of tradition have
converted the shadowy remembrance of ancient events into childish tales of miracle, this national work shall
remain.” And so it does, a vestige and an icon of American ingenuity and enterprise.
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“A very thoroughly researched and lavishly illustrated book
on America’s most famous and influential canal.”
Dave Barber, President
American Canal Society

“With the easygoing fluidity of canal waters, this book connects the
significance of ingenuity in science and technology to its impact on
society. Through an engaging and artistic approach, it paints the Erie
Canal as a creative feat accomplished by entrepreneurs, politicians
and engineers who literally shaped America. Focused, thoughtful, and
educational … a most relevant and insightful work of ‘shovel ready
stimulus money’ in the early 1800’s. I wish I had written it.”
Tom Stoneback, Ph.D., Executive Director
National Canal Museum, Easton, PA
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